FABRICS | ACOUSTICS | SIGMACOUSTIC
Functionality with a lot of charm
Création Baumann introduces a dynamic texture into its acoustic collection with the fabric “Sigmacoustic”.
With the transparent curtain fabric ”Sigmacoustic”, Création Baumann, the Langenthal based textile
manufacturer from Switzerland, offers a solution for everywhere where a welcoming and comfortable
ambiance along with good interior acoustics are in demand. “Sigmacoustic” supplements the technology
inspired fabrics of the existing acoustic collection with a textured fabric and a surface that has a great
deal of charm.
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Look and functionality go hand in hand. “Sigmacoustic” the new curtain fabric by Création Baumann
offers welcoming aesthetics and is also the range’s most effective transparent sound absorber;
supplementing the versatile acoustic collection with yet another efficient option.
“The new fabric brings comfort and a naturalness into the architecture”, says Brigitte Signer, the designer.
The experts have been developing the new product for a year or so. Création Baumann can avail itself of
many years of experience and technical expertise in acoustic fabrics. The result is a soft draping weave
which absorbs up to 75% of sound. The look of the yarns is reminiscent of natural fibres, yet they are also
flame-retardant. The weave with the surface relief effect lends it volume and brings the texture to life.
Processing of the diverse yarns brings depth of colour into play. Diverse colouring of facing side and
reverse also make the fabric a perfect room divider. The natural and welcoming ambiance is further
enhanced with a comprehensive colour palette, which encompasses light, broken and earthy tones.
“Sigmacoustic” is 100% made in Switzerland and sustainably produced in accordance with ecology
standards OEKO-TEX 100 and ISO 14001.
The new curtain fabric is suitable for anywhere where in addition to sound quality the focus is on a warm
and welcoming ambiance. Its natural charm goes well with pure building material such as concrete or
wood and looks good in both the contract and the residential sector.
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